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K-cup® Katalogue

Green Mountain Caribou Day Break Morning Blend  
8034539 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034539 | 24/Bx
Sunshine in your mouth! Daybreak starts your day on the right track, or kick-starts your afternoon 
with its tangy citrus and floral notes with a balanced nutty finish.

Green Mountain Coffee Caribou Blend  
8034439 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034439| 24/Bx

Green Mountain Coffee Caribou Blend - Decaf
8034329 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034329 | 24/Bx
The secret of this blend’s relaxed complexity is the rich, hearty Indonesian bean. It has woodsy, spicy 
notes that balance the bright acidity and lively fruit tones.

Green Mountain Coffee Caribou Mahogany 
8034339 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034339 | 24/Bx
Mahogany is a dark roast coffee that offers dry spice notes, woodsy accents and hints of vanilla and 
flowers. Expect bold, dry spice along with heady, aromatic wood and leather flavors. Hints of floral, 
vanilla, molasses and semi-sweet chocolate.

Dunkin’ Donut Original Coffee  
8032149 | 4/24 Ct  •  8032149 | 24/Bx
Our Original Blend, the blend that made Dunkin’ Donuts® famous, features 100% Arabica beans and 
delivers a signature smooth taste.

Starbucks Pike Place  8032179 | 4/24 Ct  •  8032179 | 24/Bx

Starbucks Pike Place - Decaf  8032159 | 4/24 Ct  •  8032159 | 24/Bx
Starbucks® created this blend to meet a wide range of tastes. Whether you prefer it straight up or 
complemented with cream and sugar, this coffee promises a bold, satisfying cup that’s rich in flavor 
yet balanced enough to enjoy every day.

Starbucks Sumatra Bulk Pack  
8032169 | 72/Cs
Sumatra Like the Sumatran tiger, this coffee makes its presence known. It’s big and bold with 
distinctive earthy aroma and lingering low notes. The heavy, full body and concentrated herbal spice 
notes are hallmarks of great coffee from Sumatra and the pride of our most seasoned roasters.



Green Mountain Coffee Decaf Vermont Country Bld 
8034649 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034649 | 24/Bx
A tribute to our home state, it’s a favorite among our blends. This enticing decaf 
mix of light and dark roasts is filled with the soul of Vermont; smooth and balanced, 
with mellow, toasty flavors and a sweet brown sugar finish.

Green Mountain Coffee Dark Magic  
8034609 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034609 | 24/Bx
As deep and intense as the night itself. An extra bold blend with dried fruit and 
chocolate notes, leading to a subtly sweet finish.

Green Mountain Coffee Caramel Vanilla Cream   
8034449 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034449 | 24/Bx
Caramel Vanilla Cream offers drizzles of sweet, buttery caramel and brown sugar, 
with swirls of vanilla cream.
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Green Mountain Coffee Ft Colombian Select 
8034619 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034619 | 24/Bx
Discover the ripe fruits of the abundant mountain valleys of Columbia. Notes of 
caramel and cocoa balance the bright warmth of plums and apricots for a smooth, 
rich finish.

Green Mountain Coffee French Vanilla 
8034399 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034399 | 24/Bx
Savor the sweet and exotic taste of vanilla. Lightly roasted, smooth, and round-
bodied, with the abundant flavor of rich vanilla cream.

Green Mountain Coffee Mocha Nut Fudge 
8034589 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034589 | 24/Bx
These Mocha Nut Fudge coffee singles brew a rich, fudgy, sweet and nutty cup that 
even non-coffee drinkers rave about. It’s a pairing of dark cocoa and smooth 100% 
Arabica beans with toasty nuts and luscious caramel that’s great any time of day 
but divine with dinner’s dessert.

Green Mountain Coffee Lake & Lodge 
8034579 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034579 | 24/Bx
Lively and aromatic, this dark roasted Indonesian coffee brims with remarkable 
complexity. A rich, hearty blend of earthy flavors and syrupy sweetness, with a 
mild, smoky finish.

Green Mountain Coffee Hazelnut 
8034599 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034599 | 24/Bx
Indulge in the sweet, buttery flavor of hazelnuts. A lighter-roasted coffee, our 
Hazelnut is rich and satisfying with the flavor of warm, roasted nuts.
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13069 Ra Indulgio French Vanilla Cappuccino   
8034369 | 6/12 Ct  •  8034369 | 12/Bx
Our cappuccino varieties balance the bold, robust taste of espresso coffee with the smooth 
creaminess of frothed milk that consumers have grown to enjoy.

13073 Ra Indulgio Hot Chocolate   
8034559 | 6/12 Ct  •  8034559 | 12/Bx
Made with true coffeehouse-inspired quality ingredients, our cocoas are rich, sweet and oh, 
so smooth.

14768 Victor Allen Hazelnut 
8034479 | 6/12 Ct  •  8034479 | 12/Bx
Enjoy the flavor and aroma of creamy hazelnuts in every sip.

13933 Victor Allens French Roast 
8034349 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034349 | 24/Bx
Blended from premium, single-origin Arabica beans, the sublimely bold French 
Roast coffee from Victor Allen delivers a soft, smoky flavor that’s intensely rich but 
always velvety-smooth.

13184 Ra Rio Decaf Sunset 
8034469 | 6/12 Ct  •  8034469 | 12/Bx
A mellow yet bright coffee with a stronger coffee flavor for the perfect time of day.

13178 Rio Grande Premium Dark Roast 
8034379 | 6/12 Ct  •  8034379 | 12/Bx
Our Premium Dark is a DARK ROAST that is smoky yet smooth, full bodied dark and 
exceptionally rich.

13175 Ra Rio Grande Mesa Sunrise  
8034389 | 6/12 Ct  •  8034389 | 12/Bx
A smooth and clean medium roast for real coffee drinkers 40 years of artisanal 
coffee crafting in every single serve cup. 100% Arabica coffee.

14770 Victor Allen Morning Blend 
8034489 | 6/12 Ct  •  8034489 | 12/Bx
Awaken the day with this aromatic and balanced light roast with a fresh finish.
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Green Mountain Bigelow English Tea Time 
8034529 | 24/Bx  •  8034529 | 4/24 Ct 
To make our English Breakfast Tea, we use fine quality tea from high elevation 
gardens, gently processed to bring out the tea’s smooth, robust flavor.

Green Mountain Bigelow Earl Grey Tea 
8034509 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034509 | 24/Bx
To make our Earl Grey Tea, we blend tender, hand-picked tea leaves with natural 
bergamot for exquisite, world class Earl Grey flavor.

Green Mountain Bigelow Antioxidant Green Tea 
8034519 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034519 | 24/Bx
To make our all natural Green Tea, we use fine quality tea from high elevation 
gardens that has been gently processed to bring out the tea’s delicate, smooth flavor.

Green Mountain Pumpkin Spice Coffee (SEASONAL)
8034719 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034719 | 24/Bx
Celebrate fall with the aromatic, warm, and creamy flavors of cinnamon and 
nutmeg. The perfect way to savor fall’s crisp, cool days. 

Green Mountain Hot Apple Cider 
8034569 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034569 | 24/Bx
Made with real fruit – the kind you find overflowing from baskets at your local 
farmer’s market. With a hint of brown sugar and just a touch of cinnamon flavor 
that your entire family can enjoy! 

Green Mountain Coffee Chai Latte 
8034429 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034429 | 24/Bx
From the first taste, you’ll know this is no ordinary tea. Cinnamon and spices mingle 
with a splash of milky sweetness, turning your daily time-out into a relaxing escape 
to a faraway place of indulgence.

Green Mountain Coffee Café Mocha    
8034419 | 4/24 Ct  •  8034419 | 24/Bx
When cocoa and coffee get together, delicious things happen. Delectably sweet and 
surprisingly delicate, our Cafe Mocha’s a sophisticated treat that’ll make your “me 
time” more amazing.


